
TSE Business Systems No. 79 
August 7, 1998 

Attn. Transition Managers 
Futures / options trading system update 
 

Tokyo Stock Exchange 
Business Systems Manager 

Mitsuru Suyama  
 

Regarding the Sending of the “Futures / Options Trading System Trading Terminal Operation Manual”, Etc. 
 

 Thank you for your continued assistance in the transition to the updated futures / options trading system. 
 We have created the operation manual for the new terminal that will be used for the “futures / options trading 
system” that is scheduled to be transitioned to in September. We have sent two copies of this operation manual to 
each company, so please refer to it when conducting overall operation tests, etc., and when using the new terminals. 
 
 In addition, the following materials have been enclosed for your interest. 
 
 Matters to be aware of regarding the functions of the new terminal and when conducting overall 

operation tests (Annex 1) 
 Separate to the operation manual, we have summarized the matters for consideration when using the new terminal 
as well as the functions of the new terminal that will be restricted during the overall testing; please refer to it at your 
convenience. 
 
 Keyboard key top stickers for new terminals 
 We apologize for the inconvenience, however please attach the key top stickers to the dedicated keyboard referring 
to the key layout diagram on the back of the stickers.  
* As the key top stickers have not been prepared for general use keyboards, please make arrangements for keys 
other than those for which the stickers for the dedicated keyboard may be used. 
* The successor terminal and new terminal have partially differing key layouts. With regard to successor terminals 
that also serve as general use terminals (D pattern terminals), if attaching the stickers to the new terminal causes 
interference with the work in the current system, please attach the stickers after the updated system has commenced 
operation. 
 
 Terminal Configuration Chart (Annex 2) 
 As the configuration of the “new terminal” after the commencement of the operation of the updated futures / 
options trading system will be as indicated here, please check the configuration of the new terminals at your 
company. 
* Where a terminal server is preceded with a “D”, this indicates that it is a “data server” as stated in the terminal 
operation manual. 
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